To:

UNLV Campus Community

From: Office of Faculty Affairs
RE:

Call for Nominations – 2021 UNLV Distinguished Professor Award

The Office of Faculty Affairs is pleased to announce the opening of the nomination period for the 2021
Distinguished Professor Award, which was established in 1986 to recognize and reward faculty members who
have achieved national and international distinction. The awardee(s) will receive a plaque and an increase of
$5,000 to their base salary (effective July 1, 2021).
I.

ELIGIBILITY
A. Nominees must have completed five (5) years of full-time service at UNLV in the rank of full professor.
B. Nominees must have tenure.

II. SUBMISSION DETAILS
A. Due Date/Time: Nominations must be submitted by Friday, February 26, 2021, at 5:00PM (PST).

Late or incomplete submissions will not be considered.
Electronic Form: Nominations must be submitted through the electronic submission form at
https://unlv.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_4OyQPzfSaCw3MeF. All required materials available
in electronic format must be combined into a single PDF file for upload into the online form.
C. File Name: The electronic nomination packet submitted through the online form must use the
following file name convention: LastName_FirstName_DistinguishedProfessorAward.pdf (e.g.,
Doe_Jane_DistinguishedProfessorAward.pdf).
D. Physical Materials: Due to COVID-19 attempts should be made to make physical materials
available in an electronic format. For example, photos or scanned copies of book covers and table
of contents, magazine articles, etc. can be included in the submission. Please feel free to reach out
to our office (faculty.affairs@unlv.edu) for questions regarding physical to electronic transfers.
B.

III. REQUIRED MATERIALS
Nomination packets must include the following elements:
A. A cover sheet with the nominee’s full name, job title, department/unit, college/school, and email
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

address
A table of contents that lists items C through L below.
A letter of nomination or self-nomination (not to exceed three pages)
A letter of support from the nominee’s department chair (not to exceed two pages)
A letter of support from the nominee’s dean (not to exceed one page)
The nominee’s complete and current curriculum vitae
A summary statement by the nominee offering evidence of excellence in teaching based upon student
and peer evaluations of teaching (not to exceed three pages)
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H. Reprints/substantiation of the nominee’s most important articles or creative works, including the most

recent scholarly work (not to exceed five works)
I. Copies of reviews of any books authored
J. A summary statement by the nominee offering evidence of scholarly impact (not to exceed one page)
K. Appropriate documentation with regard to professional service (not to exceed one page)
L. A list of three references outside of UNLV with detailed contact information (including email address)
IV. CRITERIA CONSIDERED BY SELECTION COMMITTEE
A. General: Nominees must have demonstrated extraordinary qualities as a teacher and a scholar, must

have achieved recognition in his or her field of study on an international and national scale, and must
have a record of significant service to his or her discipline, to the University, and to the wider
community. It is recognized that excellence can be demonstrated differently among the many academic
disciplines at UNLV.
B. Teaching: Nominees will be expected to have a highly successful and meritorious record as a teacher.
He or she must have directed theses and/or dissertations, if such are required for graduate degrees in
his or her area of study, and must have earned a reputation as a competent director of student research
or creative activity. A nominee should be known for service to students as a willing and valued
counselor and advisor.
C. Scholarly Activity: Nominees will be expected to have demonstrated superiority in scholarly
research/creative activity in his or her field. Examples include but are not limited to publication with
major presses of one or more books in the field that are recognized widely as significant contributions to
knowledge, publication of articles in leading scholarly or professional journals with substantial impact,
successful grant applications if applicable to his or her field, and by presentation of the products of his or
her research/creative activity before national or international meetings of learned societies. Nominees
must demonstrate that this work has had a measurable impact on his or her discipline.
D. Professional Service: Nominees will be expected to have contributed services to his or her discipline by
active participation in scholarly and professional societies, by serving on panels and committees of such
organizations, by selection for office or similar activities, and by selection as a reviewer or referee by
respected scholarly publications. More important, a candidate will be expected to have made numerous
and significant contributions in service to the University itself, playing a role in making UNLV a stronger
institution; improving its ability to carry out its mission of research/creative activity, teaching, and
service; and helping to advance its Top Tier goals. Additionally, in those academic areas in which more
direct service to the state or to the public may be performed (such as business research, drug education,
clinical testing, etc.), participation in such programs will be considered a significant factor in evaluating
nominees. In other words, the commitment must be a true one: to the discipline, to the University, and
to the wider community.
The selection committee will consist of current Distinguished Professors and senior academic leaders at the
University. The nominees and awardee(s) will be notified of the decision via email by March 31, 2021. The
award recipient(s) will be recognized at the Academic Achievement Awards Ceremony (virtual) on April 20,
2021.
Office of Faculty Affairs
4505 South Maryland Parkway, Box 451014
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1014
(702) 895-3496
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For any questions about the application process for this award, please contact Debra Coleman, Executive
Assistant in the Office of Faculty Affairs, at (702) 895-3496.

Previous Winners
UNLV Distinguished Professors

Bing Zhang (2020)
Daniel Allen (2019)
Kwang Kim, Debra Martin, and Gabriele Wulf (2018)
Dennis Lindle (2013)
Christopher Kearney (2011)
Alan Simmons (2010)
Thomas Wright (2008)
Hal Rothman (2006)
Robert Boehm (2004)
Joseph (“Andy”) Fry (2003)

Martha Knack and Mark Weinstein (2002)
Virko Bailey (2000)
Catherine Bellver and Joseph McCullough (1998)
Darlene Unrue (1996)
Lawrence Golding (1995)
Maurice Finocchiaro (1991)
Mohamed Yousef (1990)
Marie France Hilgar (1989)
James Deacon (1988)
Sheilagh Brooks (1987)
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